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Description
Hi, i'm using TikiWiki sinca a while and it's a great tool with hundreds of capabilities. I'm using a lot the tracker module but in my humble opinion, it lacks an essential feature which would provide some great enhancement:

Graphical statistics generation.

In order to be clear, i'll try to give a real life example for better understanding.

I'm working in the field of information security and was searching for a tool that would bring together wiki, cms and security-related bug tracking capability, in order to migrate our internal knowledge base from a mediawiki install, which is indeed a great user-friendly tool but far less complete and security conscious than tikiwiki....

I'm using the tracker module to gather information about security incidents and in order to provide detailed executive reports, it would be very handy to have a graphical statistics generation tool, which would permit requesting over selected tracker fields, and permitting a graphical representation of gathered data in a defined time window or other things like that.

I hope that this will seem clear and that you will find this idea a good one. Congratulations and thank you very much to all those who contribute.

Good bye.
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SJ-Jay 02 Nov 11 10:56 GMT-0000
Hey rcageot,

You are not the only one who's missing this feature.

We are currently developing an intranet with alot of trackers, we will need to pull some stats on those informations.

I expect that we will look at this wish in the nearest future.
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